TOCE has a strong, lively alumni association that extends across the globe. This thriving alumni network bring great value to everyone associated with TOCE from spreading awareness and recognition of the TOCE brand to creating opportunities and guiding current students.

We truly believe that while the TOCE experience begins on campus, it is enjoyed for the rest of one’s life. The alumni association plays a major role in building long lasting relationships and creating camaraderie amongst a global community.

TOCE alumni contribute time, energy and expertise to help the TOCE fraternity grow, develop and prosper. The TOCE alumni Association aims to facilitate lifelong learning through the exchange of ideas and knowledge. The TOCE culture has impacted how actively alumni contribute their communities. This desire to share knowledge and skills beyond the work place and family may very well stem from the many community and philanthropic activities they were exposed to as students at TOCE.

An alumni meet was conducted on 29th September 2012. Around more than 200 Alumni’s were present. It was presided over by the chief guest, Mr K.Siva Subramanian, chairman, Karnataka Alumni Chapter, B’lore and also graced by the Executive director, principal, vice principal, governing council member. All the dignitaries present addressed the gathering. The Alumni gave some suggestions to their juniors about how to get placed in IT companies. It was an interactive and very useful session especially for the current out going students. Executive Director praised the Alumni’s as grand Ambassadors of TOCE and honoured the distinguished Alumni. A cultural program was conducted during the alumni meet.